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Chapter 61 

Two people were walking, one was an older woman holding onto a big basket filled with laundry. Next 

to her was a young child, it was the woman’s daughter. The day was nice and sunny as they made their 

way to the river to wash their clothes. The previous day the people in the village spotted some beasts 

fighting in the mountains, but they just hid till the powerful aura’s subsided before coming out. This 

wasn’t such a rare occurrence, powerful experts and beasts fought among each other for various 

reasons. The residents were used to such things, but no one really cared about their little village so they 

were mostly left unscathed.  

The mother and daughter duo arrived at their destination. This world wasn’t that advanced, there were 

some spiritual artifacts that could be used as washing machines but only rich sects and clans could 

afford such things. Normal people usually did it the hard way, just washing them in the river. It was 

supposed to be just a day like any other but then suddenly the small child spotted something. 

“Mommy, mommy! What’s that!” 

The child bounced around while pointing at a spot by the river. The mother smiled at her daughter and 

then looked at where she was pointing at, her eyes going wide at the sight.  

“Quickly, go call your father!” 

The woman shouted at her daughter while quickly dropping her basket and running to that spot. She 

jumped into the water, yanking and pulling at what appeared to be a person. She managed to drag the 

large man out of there but he looked to be in awful condition. She could see that his white robe was all 

torn up, there were scratches and cuts all over his body. The river water deluded the blood, so you 

couldn’t see how injured the man was. 

After the husband arrived they both dragged the man out of the river, ear to the chest wondering if he 

was even alive. These were simple people, so they didn’t know about CPR but after further inspection, 

they could hear a faint heartbeat. The man was clearly Zhang Dong, his robe wasn’t mending itself as it 

required the users spiritual energy to do that. 

The wife and husband quickly discussed the situation, the man looked to be injured but alive, he was 

clearly a cultivator but they had no idea if he was friendly or not. But these were quite honest and good 

people, so they both decided to patch him up to their ability. The man was quite heavy and felt like he 

was made from metal, so with the help of horse and carriage, they managed to get him back to their 

farmhouse which was nearby. 

You could see other farmhouses around, the village entrance was quite near as well. They placed him in 

one of the rooms and the wife tended to the man’s wounds while the husband kept watching, a bit 

apprehensive about the whole affair. It looked like the cultivator suffered some kind of beast attack, this 

made them remember yesterday’s fight between some strange magical beast. They theorized that he 

probably got involved in the fight of those monsters and barely escaped with his life. 

“We should probably report this to the village elder, we have no idea what this cultivator will do when 

he wakes up…” 



The husband said in a hushed tone while edging his wife to go along with the daughter as he didn’t want 

to leave them alone with the unknown person. The two females headed out but soon spotted some 

strange people around the village, maybe it was just a group of adventurers passing by? 

There were some by the mayor’s house, giving them strange smiles as they were passing by. 

“Excuse me, is the mayor around? I need to report something…” 

The wife said to one of the mayor’s attendants that were standing in front of the house, she didn’t have 

to wait for long as the moment she said that the mayor and a strange man walked out of the hose. The 

mayor was wiping sweat from his brow while the man was grinning.  

“Oh? Can I listen to that report too,  young missy?” 

The man smiled in a mocking way, while the mayor looked at the woman that he knew from the village. 

She informed them about the strange cultivator they fished out of the village and how they brought him 

to their house to tend to his wounds. This made the other strange people whisper among themselves 

before the leader barked out an order to her. 

“Interesting, you won’t mind if we tag along, right mayor? Think it might be one of my men.” 

The mayor wanted to refuse but he wasn’t really in a position, these people had just barged into this 

village asking about yesterday’s monster attack. He told them what he knew, where the spot was that 

the fight probably occurred he even lent them a guide as he was afraid that if he didn’t he would end up 

with a dagger in his throat. These people were clearly some band of bandits or renegade cultivators, 

probably trying to find something in that beast attack.  

Having no other way out, the wife and mayor headed to the farmhouse while the unwelcomed guests 

followed after them. As they arrived, the people that left with the guide returned, but without him. They 

whispered something into their leader’s ear, the man just smiled and nodded while whispering 

something back.  

The group arrived at the farmhouse to the husband’s surprise, there were quite a bit of those cultivators 

around and the mayor was also there. This left the man with furrowed brows, but his wife explained 

that they were the friends of the cultivator they saved. The leader and two other men walked into the 

room where the silver-haired man was, he looked like a mummy with all those bandages wrapped 

around his torso. The strange thing was that the family was also forced into the house along with the 

mayor, the leader of the so-called cultivator friends started speaking. 

“Okay boys, we hit the jackpot. Our brothers found a dead beast, it’s worth a fortune this unlucky sap 

must have been fighting it, just leaves us to finish the deal.” 

He said while grinning. They were bandits, they were on the move as they came across the fight in the 

distance. Being the curious bunch they decided to see if the people that battled left something for them 

to take. They expected at most to get some scraps, maybe a half-chewed up cultivator carcass where 

they could find a working storage ring. But instead, they found a dead dragon and the cultivator was 

right here, they just needed to finish him and take all his bearings. There was only one problem, the 

villagers. They couldn’t let them live now if this guy was some prominent figure and someone came 

looking for him they would be done for.  



“Kill him, take all of his treasures… then kill all of the villagers, let no one survive… do it quietly so that 

they don’t run…” 

The family and mayor looked on in horror, backing away with the little girl in the back. 

“No you can’t do this, the Ruling Clan won’t let this happen!” 

The husband shouted out, while the bandits started pulling out their daggers. 

“The Clan? Like that bunch of arrogant bastards would even lift a finger for some useless villagers.” 

One of the bandits replied while licking his dagger. 

“Hey boss, can we have some fun with the girls?” 

Another one from the bandits asked this one was quite wide, looking like a pig. 

“Girls? Hehe, little bro you sure like them young don’t you…” 

Everyone looked on in horror as imminent death was approaching, the father tried protecting their 

family but instead found himself with a dagger stuck in his shoulder. The mayor was getting beaten 

while the wife and child looked on in horror.  

“Hehe, just blame your bad luck.” 

One of the bandits said while his axe came down at the bandaged up cultivator’s head, aiming to chop 

his neck right through. This didn’t go as planned though as the weapon shattered into pieces the 

moment it collided with the man’s neck. The struck spot shone with a golden metallic luster. Before the 

man could reassess the situation he felt his neck getting grabbed, as the seemingly passed out cultivator 

awoke. 

“You know what, I was willing to let you live… but then you had to open your big mouths, there is a 

certain place in hell for bastards like you… “ 

The bandit was lifted up into the air as the white-haired man stood up. He looked at the man that just 

tried to chop his head off, then he looked at the injured village residents. The bandit in his grasp had a 

strange expression on his face as he thrashed about, but soon he could feel electricity run through his 

entire body. The man lit up like a Christmas Tree, death came fast and without much pain due to the 

overwhelming amount of electric energy. The man’s charred remains hit the floor, he looked like a 

baked skeleton with some meat attached here and there.  

“P-please s-senior, appease your anger…” 

The bandits knew well that they couldn’t handle this guy, he had killed that giant dragon that was still 

radiating with power. They were just simple Qi Condensation cultivators, with no backing to speak of. 

The man was slowly walking towards them without replying, so they just bolted for the exit. Running 

away was the only option, all of them scattered hoping that the mad expert couldn’t get them all or 

wouldn’t even bother. 

Matt walked out of the farmhouse, he could feel the auras of all the bandits in the small village. The 

bandits were in close vicinity so he could sense all their unique murderous auras. He gathered Qi into his 



hand, forming a big spear of light. He threw it up into the air, the javelin went straight up, at the apex of 

its trajectory, it exploded splitting into many smaller spears. Guided by his senses they homed in on the 

escaping cultivators, piercing through their bodies as he left none of them alive. He knew that those 

men were killers and rapists, but it still left a bad taste in his mouth as he looked at the dead people 

scattered around the vicinity. 

The previous day he had gone to the spot where the calamity dragon was supposed to have its lair. It 

was there like on the wanted list, but the problem was that it was a lot stronger than what he had 

anticipated. The moment the dragon noticed his presence it attacked. It was in the late stage, but the 

problem was its body. His attacks kept bouncing off the scales, his sword left flesh wounds while he 

himself took hits after getting too close. In the end, it ended up with a battle of attrition as he used his 

avatar form in a last-ditch effort, wrestling with the thing while it sunk its claws into his enlarged body. 

He managed to snap the dragon’s neck in the end, the two fighting it out near a waterfall where he 

passed out. Afterward, he was carried downstream and ended up by the village where the villagers 

carried him home and tended to his wounds. 

He realized that the Tsai clan patriarch wasn’t a good reference point, he had just broken through and 

his cultivation technique was more or less trash. This dragon was at the pinnacle of that stage, plus it 

had a hard body that might have been its main cultivation method.  

He wasn’t as strong as he had thought, mistakes were made. He had also gotten some innocent people 

involved in this debacle. He went back into the house and handed the injured people inside some 

healing pills. The villagers were grateful but there was fear in their eyes, they just witnessed a man 

killing so many people with ease. Matt apologized to the residents, leaving behind some money as 

thanks before heading out. He flew back to where the dragon remains were, taking it into his storage 

ring as he could use the body for crafting materials. 

*I guess one down and two to go… At least I got some points now.* 

Name : Zhang Dong 

Affiliation : Zhang Clan 

Spirit Points :  215432 

Cultivation Base Qi 

: 
Core Formation [Middle Stage 57 %] (Empowered Lightning Core) 

Cultivation Base 

Body : 
Core Formation [Middle Stage 3 %] (Golden Body) 

Techniques : 
Empowered Lightning Qi cultivation art, Golden Body Arts, Thunderlight Sword, 

Thunder Movement Art… 

Dao :  Dao of Heavenly Lightning, Dao of Smithing and Crafting 

Other :  Senior Aura, Impartation of Knowledge, Mentor’s Eyes, Apprisal 

Chapter 62 



Matt was on his sword munching on some healing pills while his wounds were regenerating slowly. He 

didn’t like how his first mission went down, he almost died fighting that dragon then some crazy bandits 

wanted to chop his head off. He even got some innocent people involved, then had to kill. He’d give 

himself an F+ for handling things, the + just for not being dead in the end. He kind of figured that he 

shouldn’t rush into these kinds of things without gathering some intel first. Though not like there was 

anyone around that volcanic mountain range to ask questions about. He could also use a detection skill 

of some sorts, maybe if he pined the location of that dragon before it noticed him, he could have gotten 

a sneak attack in.  

First, he used the new points to get the first three manuscripts of the Thunder God Sword Scripture, to 

increase his attacking power. Each manuscript taught him one special move, but they also contained the 

knowledge about sword stances, methods of attacking and defending. The first one was an attacking 

technique, the sword practitioner would release sword energy and deliver a slicking attack that would 

cut anything in its way. It also added some lightning laws, and besides slicing and dicing your opponent it 

would kick up a storm in its wake. It had the name of Thunder God Slash, it also increased in power with 

every higher-ranked manuscript. There was also a variation of the skill called Thunder God Thrust. 

The second one was called Thunder God Domain, it was a defensive move you formed in illusory domain 

calling up lightning elements and storms. In this domain, you could perceive all incoming attacks and 

react accordingly. The last one was a charge up attack called Sever the Heavens. It was similar to the 

first one, but it would deliver an immensely powerful strike and couldn’t really be spammed like the 

Thunder God Slash move. 

He decided to try out his new repertoire before moving on, starting with the basic Thunder God Slash. It 

was more or less a sword light type attack, if he did a slashing attack it would send out an energy blast 

from his sword, that would cut anything in its path. He tried it out, managing to slice up quite the big 

boulder with no problem at all. He could also do thrusting attacks with it, this left a big gaping hole in 

another large boulder that he abused.  

The domain technique gathered lightning energy and sword intent around an area of about 10 meters in 

all directions. He threw a rock up into the air and closed his eyes, waiting for it to fall down. The 

moment the object got into his domain he could sense it along with its trajectory, slicing it in half 

without needing to open his eyes. This was quite a handy skill to predict enemy movement. 

The last one was a bit harder to pull off. He grasped his sword with both his hands and started pumping 

his energy into it. The sword blade started expanding upwards, getting longer and wider. He performed 

a diagonal swipe with the ‘charged up’ weapon, slicing a smaller mountain peak in the process. He was 

left drained, sweat running down his forehead as he panted. 

*I can’t use this one too often…* 

After getting the gist of his new sword techniques, he thought about the next destination. The closer 

one was the city where the cultists were in, but he needed some things before that. He looked for a 

fitting detection technique, maybe something to mask his aura or looks as well. He recalled that many 

Xianxia protagonists always had a handy technique to hide how they looked so that they could escape 

into the crowds whenever getting into trouble. Also if the cultist noticed that they had someone sniffing 

around town, they would either try to kill that person or lay low if they were too strong. 



He looked at the earth graded skills as always, he aimed for something that worked on core formation 

experts and below as he couldn’t really afford heavenly ranked skills and didn’t know if he could actually 

use them. There was one, just named ‘Earthly Disguise Art’ that was supposed to work on core 

formation experts and below, masking the user’s appearance along with his or her aura. It also helped 

the users detect people that were using disguising arts of lower and similar grade. Then there was an 

enhanced version called the ‘Heavenly Disguise Art’ That was a direct upgrade of this one. 

He also wanted to snatch a better aura detection skill, maybe an aura tracking skill. People tended to 

leek their spiritual energy into the surroundings, it did dissipate after a while. He could maybe home in 

on this dissipating energy to track the evil cultivators. He felt that these were some quality of life skills, 

so he decided to drop some points into them as well. 

Matt closed his eyes and focused his mind on his surroundings, the enhanced aura detection skill let him 

home in on the beasts and animals in the surroundings quite a bit more. His range also was increased by 

multiple kilometers, he dropped down to the ground. He noticed that if he used his new tracking skill a 

sort of mist appeared. It was a trail that he could choose to home in if he fallowed after it the person or 

animal in question would be at the end.  

He thought that this system was a bit too overpowered, it had way too many functions and was only 

limited to the number of points he could get. He wondered if after some time there would be some kind 

of drawback, would the prices suddenly increase? With this thing around, he could probably go into 

seclusion hunting weak beasts, evil cultivators or search for things he could absorb for points. Guess he 

couldn’t absorb magical treasures for points. Also, he couldn’t see anything above the immortal grade in 

there. He didn’t want to abandon the people he was now feeling responsible for though.  

With the new skills and techniques, his points dropped by about a hundred thousand. The dragon did 

give him a lot of points though, so he still had some left. He didn’t want to waste them as he had no idea 

how many he needed to upgrade his clan members cultivation techniques, also there were some 

treasures with steep prices that he wanted to get to aid them as well. 

*It always comes down to points… Well, I still have to go pick up the spirit stone reward think it was 

issued by the clan around here, what was it again the Huo, or Hou clan?* 

Matt was still having trouble with all the oriental names, for now, he headed to the city to get his 

reward. He also shifted his clothes to a black color and used the new disguise technique to change his 

appearance. His facial muscles started shifting around, the color of his hair turned to black, he even 

grew a full beard as he looked like an old kung fu master. He wanted to see if he could pass for someone 

else in this town, no one needed to know that the Zhang Clan was out hunting monsters. Also, he 

wanted to get a higher reward for his troubles, would be easier to bicker with people if they didn’t know 

who he was, but could also get him into trouble. 

While Zhang Dong was on his way to get his reward, the people back in Spirit Spring City were getting 

ready with the tournament. Everyone from the clan knew about the second expedition and that they 

were testing everyone. Some people didn’t want to participate, but most felt a deeper bond with the 

family clan and were going to give it their best because if not, their families would be done for. 

The clan was quite large, it had many foundation establishment fighters and even more Qi condensation 

ones. There were about 20 thousand clan members scattered around, that wasn’t really a big number 



considering that the city had 10 million people in it. From those 20 thousand members, only about 1 

thousand were in the foundation establishment level. Most in the early and middle stages, the rest were 

just Qi condensation juniors. 

People below at the 6th and lower levels of Qi condensation weren’t even allowed to participate. Zhang 

Xue barely made the cut, but no one was expecting her to get far, her brother stood a chance as there 

were a lot of free spots to be taken. Though no one knew that the two people in question were 

experiencing a colossal change. It had been about two weeks since they picked up the new cultivation 

method. Their old cultivation art was more or less trash compared to this one. This could be seen by the 

amount of silvery hair that the two now possessed.  

Xue managed to advance into the 8th stage while her brother was close to breaking through the 

bottleneck of the 9th stage. The two were frantically training with all their might, hoping to be of service 

to their new master and to their clan which they held dearly in their hearts. 

The way the tournament would work was announced, it wasn’t a bracket system as they didn’t want to 

get one strongest fighter. The participants would fight multiple bouts in one day if they lost they got 

zero points if they won they would get two, if the time run out or if it was a draw they would get one 

point. The ones with the most points would move on to the next day where more fighting would take 

place. The first couple of days would be the worst, as there were just so many participants.  

This wasn’t really an event for the masses so everything was closed off, the sound of fighting resounded 

in the Zhang clan compound. After the first day, the two disciples managed to get some wins while 

loosing to some more experienced fighters. People were somewhat surprised as the two youths were 

able to defeat cultivators that were of a higher realm. They seemed to use some new techniques, Xue 

was adept at kicking while Liu at punching techniques. When their kicks and hands collided with their 

opponents, sparks flew about while the adversary became momentarily stunned leaving themselves 

open for attacks. The two kids looked promising as the tournament continued, but it would take some 

time till it ended.  

Chapter 63 

A youth could be seen slowly breathing while sitting in a lotus position. His eyes were closed, his body 

was exuding a strange glow while several glowing wisps hovered close to his body. Those looked like tiny 

soap bubbles, one of them started slowly approaching his dantian. The youth’s face showed a frown as 

the tiny bubble entered his body and the energy from it started circulating throughout his meridians. 

The force that entered began crackling and sizzling slowly shifting into a tiny stream of electricity. The 

new form of the bubble was quite rowdy as the young man tried to keep it in check, slowly managing to 

make it part of his body. 

The young man was Zhang Liu, he was practicing his new cultivation method it was a lot harder than his 

previous one but it was also a lot more powerful. Even though he wasn’t able to condense and 

transform much of the spiritual energy into the lightning type, he could feel his energy reserves increase 

exponentially. 

He stood up and took on a fighting stance, his fists moving forward at a rapid pace as they gleamed with 

a faint electric aura. His long ebony hair had started turning pure white, he was getting close to having a 



salt and pepper type of look now. He was still in the 9th stage of Qi condensation, but due to this 

technique, he felt that his bottleneck was about to be broken. 

“Master’s cultivation method is so powerful, I can easily contend with others at the same stage as me… I 

can even beat the ones on the 10th level.” 

He took a look at his body, it looked somewhat more profound. It wasn’t his muscles, but his skin the 

first part of the profound physique refining art enhanced the skin of the cultivator. It made it a lot more 

resistant and elastic, he could take a lot more punishment thanks to that but the way you trained it was 

quite painful. He had to perform strange poses and chants, holding them for hours while concentrating 

on his fleshy body. This was extremely painful, his body ached all over as his refining technique 

destroyed and then rebuild his cells to be tougher. But he powered through this all, his defensive 

capabilities increased and if he mastered this technique he would be rewarded with an impenetrable 

shell.  

The skill had four stages if he passed it the resistance would increase exponentially the first one was the 

bronze skin stage, then came the iron skin stage followed by the silver skin stage then the golden skin. 

He had passed the first and second one., this put his body on the level of a 6th Qi condensation fighter, 

the third would put him at the 9th and the last would be the 12th. There was one skill that came with 

this refining technique, the cultivator could temporarily raise their defensive and offensive capabilities. 

Their skin would start shining slightly taking on bronze, iron, silver or golden color depending on the 

stage the cultivator was in. It was kind of similar to Zhang Dong’s technique, but Matt’s also worked on 

his internal organs so this one was weaker.  

People were surprised at how much the young master and mistress had progressed in these past three 

weeks. The fighting tournament was in full swing and both of them were still in it. The brother was doing 

better as he was older and had more experience as well as a higher cultivation method. But the younger 

sister wasn’t doing bad either, the combination of her speed and fast kicking attacks had brought her 

into the middle stage of the tournament. 

The older brother preferred overpowering his opponents, while the sister took her time in analyzing the 

fighting patterns and methodically taking people apart.  She managed to get many draws due to her 

evasive tactics, her bother took some loses due to his bravado instead. Their Master would probably 

have to take a different approach to each student after they advanced further in. Giving the girl a more 

speed focus technique at the start, was a good first step for the noobie senior. 

The two were doing so well that their mother was worried, if they continued like this they would surely 

be chosen to come along to the expedition. Being a doting parent she would rather have them remain 

back here if the expedition failed again her kids still had a chance of survival. She also knew that she 

would probably be one of the foundation establishment elders selected as she was in the upper late 

stage and there were only ten or so elders in the great circle stages. At least she could protect her 

children if they went there together and she knew that they wouldn’t forgive her if she did something to 

make them lose. 

The new Patriarch seemed to have some kind of plan so she had high hopes for him. They also had a bit 

of a scare with his magical life telling plaque, it rumbled for a second but didn’t break. They contacted 

him afterward, the patriarch just replied that he got in a bit of trouble but he handled it already. 



Back in Zhang Xue’s room, she was also cultivating diligently. She edged out her brother when it came to 

cultivating in spiritual arts, but did worse with her body refining skills. She had already reached the 8th 

stage and was going for the 9th one, on the other hand, her Sylph Physique was still in the first stage. It 

was different than what her brother used, it mostly focused on her libs instead of her skin in the first 

tome. It was aimed at increasing the cultivator’s speed and dexterity. In short, each stage gave a boost 

to the girl’s quickness the special skill let the practitioner send wind blades with their kicks. The wind 

energy synergized well with the lightning one, so her kicks were even more ferocious. The ‘side effect’ of 

this was that her long legs started putting on some meat, this made the male youths in the surroundings 

quite ecstatic. 

During the tournament, they were giving her strange looks, as they discovered a new world after getting 

stepped on by their junior sister. The clan people were more or less loosely related, so this wasn’t as 

strange as some people might think. Though most people scoffed at inter-clan relations, as you mostly 

wanted to bring in new blood from the outside or marry your daughters off to strong clans to foster 

better relations with them. But it did happen, where some cousins tied the knot here and there. 

So while Zhang Xue was looking at the weirdos in disgust days went by, the tournament continued while 

more and more people got eliminated. Zhang Dong was now in a city called Spirit Tree City and would 

you know it, it had a giant tree right in the middle of it. He was just walking out of the ruling clan house 

with his spirit stones. He had arrived and scared the people a bit after dropping the massive dead 

dragon out in the open so he could get his cash reward. He tried to sneak in some snorts and grunts to 

look menacing but the people in there didn’t want to give him even one more spirit stone. They did 

want to buy the dragon though, but he refused as he didn’t trust them on getting a good deal for it. He’d 

rather people back in his base do it instead, they wouldn’t lie to him. 

*Ah, why do you have to be so stingy…* 

*Well, surprisingly I didn’t run into any cartoon-like villains stealing candy from a baby this time around, 

should I just bolt for the next town or get something to eat first… this place looks like it has some 

interesting grub.* 

Matt didn’t really have many things to do besides cultivating and getting more points, so this left him 

quite bored most of the time. He was used to watching movies, playing games in his free time but none 

of these existed here. The music was also bad, the played those zither things most of the time, it wasn’t 

bad but just made him want to sleep. 

*I don’t think I’ll find anyone rocking out with a guitar around here anytime soon…* 

He went to go eat and not much happened afterward so he just left for the next city. But due to his now 

enhanced aura skills, he noticed that after he left, some cultivators were trailing him. He could feel three 

people, all in the core formation stage one in the middle stage and two in the early. He wasn’t worried 

that much, so he led them away from the city so that no one could see them before confronting the 

group. 

Of course, it was people from the clan that was stationed there, they came to the conclusion that Zhang 

Dong probably stole the dragon body from somewhere and just came for the reward. He was, of course, 

hiding his power level to be at the lower end of the early core stage but he didn’t think people would be 

so dumb to attack him. 



“Leave your belongings behind and scram!” 

One of the uncles shouted out at him while they all pulled out their weapons, looking like hungry wolves 

that just saw a succulent piggy. 

“Well, aren’t you people from the Ho Ho Clan quite fierce?” 

Zhang Dong replied in a mocking tone as he wasn’t really fearful of the bunch. He actually thought this 

would be a great time to test out his sword-fighting skills. So he pulled out his glowy sword while 

beckoning them over like you would in martial movies with your palm.  

The three elders just scoffed at him and flew right at him, thinking that this guy was courting death. The 

moment they got into the cultivator’s range, they felt a strange aura surrounding them. They started 

attacking him from all sides, thrusting and slashing with their weapons. To their surprise, the cultivator 

was able to parry all of their moves with just his sword hand. He held one hand behind his back while 

playing around with the attackers, honing his use of his domain skill. 

The three flew back, deciding on a group ranged attack. They fired off various colorful magical skills at 

him, the fluctuations of core formation experts fighting could be felt in the surrounding area which 

made everyone close scatter. He took those skills head-on, using the first sword move releasing 

powerful sword slashes that disintegrated the incoming magical attacks. The three men were just 

realizing that the man in front of them might have actually been the person that killed that dragon 

himself now. But before they could apologize the man closed in on them, he started pummeling them to 

submission till they were a twitching mess down on the ground. 

After ‘clearing’ up the misunderstanding, he was richer but quite a lot of spirit stones though those 

people didn’t have much on them. He just gave them a good old thrashing and left them naked in a 

forest. He made sure to put them down in a triangle, each enemy cultivator was resting his head on 

another man’s posterior. He nodded to himself after looking at his marvelous work, the only thing 

missing was a camera to snap a picture for later. 

*I guess this also is a valid way to get more resources, and they attacked me not the other way around. I 

can use their flying swords to upgrade my body refining level.* 

He thought to himself while rubbing his chin as he thought that robbing from the rich and giving to the 

‘poor’ wasn’t such a bad idea. 

Chapter 64 

He arrived at the city that the so-called cult was supposed to be in. His new disguise was of a rugged 

looking old man, a big scar over his face and short brown hair. He figured out that he could change the 

length and volume of his hair at will. He could also shift his muscles around on his whole body, but 

couldn’t really change his bone structure. Matt decided to play it safe, not knowing if the cultivators that 

he robbed would put up any wanted posters of him. 

The town looked kind of gloomy, the sun was covered by a thick layer of clouds. Matt noticed that the 

weather tended to change rapidly depending on the location he was in. Sometimes he would arrive at a 

tropical area with lots of natural beaches, only to fly for an hour in another direction to arrive in a snowy 



area. This might have something to do with the nature of spiritual energy around this world. Places 

tended to be warmer where fire elements gathered. 

The city was called Fogmire, which was a peculiar name given that most towns had those xianxia 

sounding names. This one was just dim, murky and the moment he stepped inside it started to rain. The 

notice came from this town, so he wanted to go get the details. Fogmire as any other in the area was 

governed by a clan. The city had about five million people living in it. On earth, this would be a capital 

city, but here it was just a regular mid-sized town.  

His robe was pitch black as he flew close to the city, he descended in the nearby forest while hiding his 

aura. He didn’t want to alert people to his high cultivation, his flying sword being a dead giveaway. It 

took him about half an hour to walk to the main gate, he paid the toll normally and then asked one of 

the pedestrians about the clan that governed the place and about the cult. 

Fogmire was governed by a side family of the Kin Clan, their leader wasn’t all that strong but he still was 

in the core formation. When he asked about the cultists, the person looked at him with wide eyes then 

bowed deeply before running away. Guess the people were more scared of that cult than of his new 

menacing appearance. 

*Well, I guess I’ll go check out the main clan building, they should have all the info there.* 

Your Disciple Zhang Xue has reached another level in the Sylph Physique, 500 spirit points gained.  

Those prompts starter popping up here and there, whenever his two disciples gained insight in his skills 

or advanced he would get rewarded. Guess it was a good decision as he already had earned back the 

points that he spent on the two rascals. He wondered if he could just make a martial arts school and 

have everyone swear him in as their master. But then he looked into his disciple tab, he could see a 2/5 

counter in the upper right corner. Guess the system wouldn’t let him use it like that. Maybe if he cleared 

some hidden quests, the limit would increase? 

Matt had picked up a habit lately, every new place he visited he was drawn to their restaurants. The 

food in this world was quite tasty, probably due to the added spiritual essence in the plants and animals. 

*Work can wait, first it’s time to check out the local cuisine!* 

He rubbed his palms together as he strolled through the city, trying to find a nice restaurant for himself. 

It was getting late, the gloomy town was becoming even bleaker as it lit up with the faint light of the 

street lights. The lights didn’t run on electricity, they were simple magical treasures that used up 

spiritual energy from the surroundings. Matt finally found a place to eat, it looked like a tavern that you 

would see in those fantasy games. It even had a sign with a beer mug outside, but it seemed kind of 

quiet.  

He pushed open the double doors as he walked in, the people inside slowly turned their faces towards 

him giving him cold stares. He was hiding his cultivation base, so they wouldn’t know of his level. Matt 

thought that people would be having fun inside as it looked like a saloon, but it was rather quiet inside. 

The floorboards creaked with each step as he made his way towards the counter where he saw a lone 

bartender person standing.  



He wondered if he walked in at a bad time as the place felt gloomy, even more than on the outside. He 

wondered if he changes genres as the inside looked like your run of the mill western fantasy 

establishment,  still, the people were wearing robes even though they were on the shorter side. Before 

he could ask for some food, the man behind the counter spoke up in a hoarse voice. 

“Greetings stranger, you shouldn’t be out here, all alone… He he he …” 

The man was strange-looking, his eyes vacant and a pale unhealthy complexion. When he was laughing 

Matt could see the rotten teeth and the accompanying bad smell that came with them. The motion of 

ordering any kind of food from this place went out of the window after getting a load of those 

chompers. 

These people were kind of strange, he felt multiple gazes of people from behind and the barkeep was 

acting loony. Zhang Dong had gotten that new skill where he could see people’s auras in a more visual 

form. He decided to turn it on, wondering if this would shed some light on the situation.  

*W-what is this…* 

He took a step back after seeing a black smoke like aura enveloping the man in front of him. This wasn’t 

any old chimney smoke, this was evil miasma mostly seen on demons. He turned to the side, the people 

in the establishment were all covered in the thick, eerie aura. The whole place was covered in it, did he 

just walk in on the main evil base or something. Where those people evil cultivators, or some kind of 

monsters, the demonic aura was really thick on them. 

Matt decided to do a test, he flicked his finger at the man that was still laughing. A little bit of his electric 

Qi flew out and bonked the man in front on the forehead. The good thing about his Dao of heavenly 

lightning was the heavenly part. Apparently anything that involved the heavens was the bane of 

anything that involved demons and demonic energies. The lightning jolt was really weak, it wouldn’t 

really do much to a normal person but when it came in contact with the man he started shaking 

furiously.  

Strange growls escaped from the man as he twitched around, his head was twisting in impossible ways. 

Soon his head shot up into the ceiling while the body collapsed onto the floor. The head had spider-like 

legs and had multiple eyes protruding out of its body. It gave out a high pitched scream that seemed to 

rouse the other monsters in the room. Everyone inside started transforming into nightmare creatures, 

lots of teeth, claws and even tentacles. 

They all pounced at him in unison, biting, clawing and gnashing all their various appendages. The 

creatures were stopped by a barrier, the moment those creepies touched it they were sent flying 

backward due to an electrical shock. Matt was inside, really glad that he had bought this skill before the 

monsters wouldn’t be able to get to him now. 

*Without my tranquil mind skill, I’d be s*itting bricks right now…* 

Besides their gruesome horror appearance, the things were more or less just trash with Qi condensation 

level strength. They were all quite brainless as all of them continued attacking him while bouncing off 

the electric shield over and over again. Matt just wanted to obliterate the whole building with the 

monsters inside, not really keen on touching those ugly looking things. But if he did that, he could harm 

people outside also there could be some innocents in here as well. 



Instead, he formed a couple of smaller lightning dragons, sending them outside his barrier to do the 

fighting for him. They were the size of larger snakes but packed a punch. They started chomping, 

pouncing and just charging through the monsters quickly clearing the place up. The small lightning 

snakes coiled their bodies around some of the humanoid monsters, causing them to sizzle and 

evaporate as they discharged heavenly lightning into them.  

None of the monsters was spared, Matt only came out of his bubble after he didn’t feel any demonic 

auras in the building. He looked at the dead bodies that were quickly turning into black sludge, frowning. 

He toured the tavern,  hoping to find normal people inside but it was barren the most he could find is 

some gnawed on remains, probably a midnight snack to these monsters. 

*Well, this whole thing became rather unsettling… think next time I’ll go fishing…” 

He went back to the bottom floor and dipped his finger into some of that black sludge. Even though the 

thing was dead, it still had a faint demonic aura to it. He tried focusing on this type of evil energy, closing 

his eyes as he let his senses guide him. Then he noticed a certain spot that was radiating this kind of 

energy. He opened his eyes and hopped behind the bar counter, going into the pantry.  

The food looked rotten and there were flies buzzing about. The demonic energy was coming from 

behind the wall, there might have been a secret passage behind it. He started patting down the walls in 

the hopes of finding a switch or lever, but to no avail. Guess it wasn’t as easy as they made it look in 

those adventure movies. 

He did the only logical thing afterward, punching the wall and uncovering a secret narrow passage 

behind it. He cleared the rubble and took a step in, the demonic aura was leading inside. The passage 

quickly turned to narrow circular stairs that were going downwards. This was a textbook example of a 

horror setting, he expected to find even more of those monsters below. This was probably the moment 

in which he had to decide if he should continue downward or just report this to the people in the city 

and have them risk their lives. 

Maybe it was just bravado, but the man felt that he should be able to handle himself. Also, if the 

monsters got alerted to his presence, they might start killing those people that they abducted, that is if 

they were still alive. He started going down, the stairs went on and on as he walked for a good half an 

hour before finally arriving at the bottom. There were torches lining up the walls, illuminating the 

interior faintly.  

After descending the stairs he started hearing strange chants in a language that he had never heard of 

before. The walls were made from old bricks, the corridor started getting wider and wider the further he 

went in, the strange chanting louder and louder. 

“Ph’..lui mglw’na… .ul..hu …yeh wgah’na… fht…n “ 

He was almost there, he could see green light outside of the tunnel. He slowly moved forward, trying to 

not let his aura seep out into the surroundings as he peeked out of the tunnel. He saw some cultists 

kneeling down in front of an altar, some babies in front of them crying their little hearts out. Those were 

probably the sacrificial offerings, to the thing that was on the altar when Matt saw it his jaw dropped. 

*…What is that thing doing here again…*  



Chapter 65 

The tunnel Zhang Dong was peeking out was not the only one, there were many and they all led into this 

massive cavern. The other tunnels were also probably connected to other places that those demonic 

beings had taken over. Matt didn’t know where they were, but they were probably deep under the city. 

The cavern was circular with a high ceiling. In the middle was an altar, pedestals with torches around it 

and a familiar-looking mass of tentacles in the middle. 

*I thought that thing back in the forest died… are there more of them around…* 

Ltl’thulhu The Corrupted One ( Core Formation Late Stage ) 

*Ltl?… little? Is that even bigger than mini…* 

This monster was certainly stronger than the last one of its type. Zhang Dong looked on as the monster 

was just a head peeking out of a mass of tentacles, similar to the way the other one looked when it 

powered up. He took a quick glance at the people that were standing around the altar. They were 

holding curved daggers  in front of some infants that were placed on smaller sacrificial altars in front of 

the monster. What they were doing was quite clear, he had to save the children and he couldn’t let the 

monster evolve further. 

There were eight infants, two on each side of the rectangular altar. The people seemed to be finished 

with their chanting as they started pointing those daggers at the babies. First Matt bolted out of his 

hiding place, making enough sound so that everyone would notice his arrival. He wasn’t really worried 

about the cultists, they weren’t strong but he had to get those kids to safety first. 

The cultists quickly started going through their demonic transformation as they reacted to the threat. 

While the baddies were focusing their attention on him, he surrounded the children with his spiritual 

energies forming small barriers around their frames. This was a bit taxing on his mind, but he managed 

to pull through before the monsters could shishkebab the poor babies. 

The monsters were uppon him at that point, trying to devour him whole while their big boss was flailing 

around in the tentacle mass, mad that it couldn’t get its meal. The lackeys weren’t really a problem as 

they got bisected in an instant by his blade. He started cleaving them apart left and right while gathering 

up the infants from the altars.  

Ltl’thulhu wasn’t having any of this, the tentacle mass started coming together to form his body. He 

looked exactly like the monster that he fought back in the forest, but it was a lot bigger. The good thing 

about its size was that it was taking some time for that body to form, this was time he needed to get the 

kids out.  

The children floated around him in those tiny barrier bubbles while he hopped onto his sword. He 

couldn’t really battle this thing while thinking of the babies, so he decided to fly straight upwards. He 

shot through the air like an arrow, while holding out his sword that was glowing deep blue. The ceiling 

had some strange rune-like patterns drawn into the rocks, probably some kind of formation that 

prevented the demonic aura from seeping out. It only worked one way though, as Matt could feel that 

the rock wasn’t all that thick. He used his Thunder Sword Thrust to lunch a flash of powerful lightning 

sword energy at the ceiling in front of him. 



The people in the city could suddenly hear a rumbling sound, followed by thunder as Zhang Dong busted 

from beneath the clan estate. Yes, the monster lair was right under the governing clan’s main building. 

But the clan in question didn’t seem to be working with the demonic cultists as they were baffled by the 

situation as well.  

The Kin Clan members just witnessed a cultivator bust through their backyard, surrounded by thick 

spiritual energy. After the man flew out, many winged monsters started clawing their way out of the 

hole, screeching and roaring in the surroundings. This certainly woke everyone up, the cultivators 

started fighting with the monsters that they previously came across but could never pint point their 

location. No one in their right mind would have thought that the demons were hiding right under their 

estate. 

The monsters gnashed their teeth at the human cultivators that attacked them with spears and swords. 

While the creepy crawlies were distracted with the other cultivators Zhang Dong descended to the side. 

He looked around, spotting some female cultivators that were running somewhere. He dropped down 

right next to the group of females, the sight of a big burly cultivator with balls of light hovering around 

him made the people stop and stare. 

“Hey, those demons were trying to eat these babies, bring them out of here, I’ll take care of their boss.” 

The women blinked in surprise while Zhang Dong opened up the barriers surrounding the infants, doing 

it one by one while handing the crying children to the women. One of the women quickly run-up to a 

specific baby, grasping it close to her chest. 

“It’s Bao’er, he disappeared two days ago!” 

Guess this one was one of theirs, so the women quickly took the babies away. The surroundings 

rumbled once more and a strong demonic aura could be felt by everyone. The people started screaming, 

blood coming out of their ears and eyes. This was clearly an aura attack performed by the huge ugly 

boss monster that started emerging from the hole in the ground. It was a lot bigger than the one he met 

in the forest, about three times as tall. 

All of the monsters roared as their master was emerging, not affected by the aura. The human 

cultivators were close to losing their minds, but then they felt a powerful aura enveloping them. This 

aura pushed the demonic one away, forcing the smaller monsters back as well. The people saw a 

fearsome cultivator emerging on his sword, his body was covered in lightning, his eyes glowing with a 

deep blue hue. 

“Hey, sh*t head. Your opponent is me.” 

Matt sent another sword thrust at the ugly looking beast, aiming for the head. The monster covered 

itself up with its huge palm which blew up sending flesh and black goo flying. The hand regenerated 

quite fast afterward though, the black blood sizzled against the pavement as it had corrosive properties, 

it even dissolved one of the smaller demons in the process. 

Zhang Dong flew upwards on his sword, throwing his ranged skills at the monsters just poking it while 

the thing finally burst out fully through the rocky ground. It didn’t look like he was doing much damage 

as the thing had high regenerative properties. This wasn’t really his plan though, he just wanted to make 



it mad so that it would chase him instead of remaining in the city. His plan seemed to work as the 

monster spread it webbed wings taking off into the air. 

The huge size making it blow away its own demon minions along with the weaker human cultivators. 

Matt flew away while throwing his javelins at the demon, slowly making the demon follow him to a 

more secluded location. He thought that the Kin Clan members should be able to take care of the 

weaker demons, they also had a core formation elder among them. 

People in the city could see the giant being flying above them, its loud booming roars waking everyone 

up in the city. They could see that the behemoth was chasing a man on a sword, that was attacking it 

with some ranged attacks. It looked like the man was fleeing while the beast was chasing him down, it 

looked bleak for the cultivator. 

The two vanished in the distance after a couple of minutes, the sounds of fighting could be heard in the 

Kin Clan compound as well as in the distance where the flying horror and the cultivator headed to. 

*Okay, this should be far enough…* 

Matt looked at the Cthulhu looking fiend, it looked quite similar to the mini version. Red glowing eyes, 

squid face, huge burly arms and frame. He thought to the last time he was battling this thing, that time 

he just overpowered it after finally mustering up some courage to fight. This time around it wouldn’t be 

that easy, the thing was a lot stronger and a lot bigger. But he had also gotten a lot stronger and he 

actually knew how to use his techniques. 

“I wonder how long you can keep regenerating, didn’t last that long the first time we fought” 

He grasped the air, forming another spear of light. He charged it up for a longer period before chucking 

it at the incoming baddie. The spear split into smaller parts and pierced into the tough green skin of the 

monster, damaging it in the process. Ltl’thulhu roared annoyed at the wounds it was receiving, the holes 

where the small spears pierced into healed in the spawn of seconds.  

“Well, at least your slow and stupid.” 

Matt thought that he would just tire the thing out with some guerrilla tactics first. Poking till its 

regenerative abilities run dry, then he would either slice and dice it or match its size with his avatar 

ability. But as he was charging up another one of his ranged attacks, the beast roared and released a 

deep red energy blast from within its hideous mouth. The blast of energy headed right for him, in the 

nick of time he managed to dodge it to the left side, the blast only grazing his arm slightly. This was 

enough to disintegrate his clothes on his right side, his arm getting a bit charred in the process as he felt 

a massive amount of pain. 

The energy attack flew by, crashing into a forest below creating a giant explosion. Dirt and dust flew up 

into the air as the only thing remaining afterward was a giant crater. It looked like a meteor had crashed 

in the middle of the forest. Matt’s whole arm twitched, he felt a sharp pain but luckily nothing was 

broken and the pain quickly subsided thanks to his body refining skill. 

*I guess it has more tricks up its sleeve…* 

Chapter 66 



The creature started blasting him with various ranged attacks, besides the breath attack it also could 

shoot out its huge pointy claws at him. He managed to parry them thanks to his new gained 

swordsmanship while counterattacking with some timely placed Thunder God slashes and thrusts. Matt 

didn’t think he would have so much trouble with this thing, but his inexperience in battle showed. He 

couldn’t just rely on his stats anymore, these enemies were close to his level and he had to start taking 

things seriously which he was trying. 

He wasn’t keeping his distance anymore, he was like an annoying fly buzzing around the creature’s head 

as he used his small size to his advantage. The demon couldn’t really use that huge ranged attack on him 

if he constantly moved, so he did. He sliced and diced the large body, managing to chop one of those 

webbed wings clean off. He evaded the large claws that were swung at him, the creature then promptly 

fell to the ground with a resounding boom.  

He examined the detached wing that just turned to black liquid the moment it got removed from the 

main body. Another wing started growing right back, but the regeneration was getting slower and 

slower. The angry monster fired of another mouth blast in Matt’s direction but missed by a mile, it 

looked quite pissed of as its face tentacles thrashed about menacingly. 

He had been fighting it for an hour now, the thing was quite sturdy but after he learned its move set it 

was just a matter of dodging the telegraphed attacks while getting one or two of his own hits in. He 

could test his fighting prowess on this raging monster that was at around his level. He was able to test 

out his skills on a moving target, upping his fighting experience.  

“I guess I could test this new move out on this thing…” 

He was mostly focused on his swordsmanship in this battle, it was a lot easier to use his weapon than to 

rely on his fists. While the monster was down on the ground he also descended and started charging at 

it. The angry behemoth brought down its giant fist at the annoying cultivator but instead of hitting him, 

it felt a jolt of electricity running through its whole arm as it hit a lightning afterimage. While the 

monster was feeling a tingling sensation in its huge arm, Zhang Dong appeared behind it with his sword 

in hand. 

He breathed in while concentrating, his body giving off a golden color. Everything seemed to slow down 

in the surrounding area as he activated the skill he achieved after upgrading his golden body. This skill 

let him perceive everything in slow motion while increasing his speed. He used this in tandem with his 

thunder god slash, slashing out with his sword energy. He didn’t just slash once, nor twice he delivered 

hundreds of these less powerful slashes in a mater of seconds that quickly turned the monster’s body 

into sashimi.  

He breathed out, feeling his stamina getting drained due to the multiple usage of skills that was taxing 

his body. Delivering so many light sword slashes in unison was quite strenuous. He looked on as the 

giant’s body started breaking up into cut-up cubes that turned into black goop. The monster was quite in 

a bind as it tried reassembling itself back to its original form. Matt was a bit surprised that the creature 

was still alive as he hoped that this special move would bring the thing down. 

“Do I have to disintegrate this thing to molecules or something?” 



He performed some hand seals, pointing his hands on the cut-up monster that was slowly reforming its 

head. He pumped his cultivation into his next attack as a giant dragon head started forming. This dragon 

construct was huge, its head easily able to gulp up the monster remains as it was ordered to. Matt 

guided the dragon upwards, while the wiggling mass of tentacles and thick black liquid tried to escape 

outside. The over-sized lightning dragon could be seen from afar flying towards the heavens only to 

explode, disintegrating any remains from the Cthulhu lookalike, as the heavenly lightning that it was 

made off was quite effective.  

Ltl’thulhu The Corrupted One Slain( Core Formation Late Stage ), gained 192000 Spirit Points 

The clouds parted revealing the stary sky to the denizens of the gloomy city, the multiple moons shone 

down upon the people as the battle was over. Zhang Dong fell down onto his butt, his forearms propped 

up on his own knees as he panted. He had slain the monster, he didn’t take much damage as the thing 

was all power and no speed. Still, he was gassed out the Qi regeneration pills weren’t tasty at all as he 

swallowed them whole.  

He was slowly getting the hang of this fighting stuff, he grabbed the leftover core that the monster 

dropped and hopped onto his sword. He didn’t know if the people back in the city were able to handle 

the monsters so he sped back. He didn’t need to worry though, as the warriors from the Kin clan 

managed to clear them up. He also noticed that some monster stragglers were just dissolving. The 

beasts might have been part of the big boss monsters, it probably was just using them to gather in 

resources. Though this one had an acquired taste for infants, Matt didn’t know how many of them fell to 

the beast but at least there wouldn’t be any more casualties after this. He also wondered if this was 

really the last time he would see this type of demonic being.  

He landed back in the Kin Clan estate, people were a bit apprehensive about his arrival as they saw him 

leaving with the huge overpowered monster. The clan came out to have a talk with Zhang Dong, that 

gave them a quick rundown of the things that happened to him after he arrived in town. He also told 

them that he was here to collect the bounty for the monster he defeated as it was put up by this here 

clan. 

The clan members didn’t have a reason to doubt his story as they started examining the hole beneath 

their estate, finding the ritual cavern and the tunnels heading into various establishments around the 

city. They all gulped hard after realizing that the whole city would have probably been devoured by 

those devils if this cultivator didn’t show up. They were so grateful that they even doubled his salary 

which Matt was grateful for. They invited him to stay over for the night, though it was close to dawn at 

this point. 

He took the denizens of the city up on their offer, he was quite hungry as the demons interrupted him 

when he was trying to get some grub. He was led to a nice looking room where he was offered various 

spirit foods, some cute ladies were even playing harps and slow dancing on the side to add to the 

atmosphere. The only awkward thing about this was that he was still in his disguised state and had to 

come up with some fake name. Being the big-brained individual that he was he gave himself the genius 

name of… 

“Just call me… Lei Yinglo…” 



He almost choked on his drink after coming up with that name, trying not to laugh while the people 

around him tried to please him. After some nightly pleasantries, he was guided to a nice room in which 

he just for a couple of hours. He left early in the morning, checking if he hadn’t forgotten anything. The 

people were nice enough to see him off, or maybe just being courteous.  

He looked at his status and counted the spirit stones that he had gathered until this point, two weeks 

had passed since he had left. He should be able to get to that last wanted person. He would have about 

a week to take care of him before returning. He had a hefty amount of points now, but having more 

wouldn’t hurt. He left this disguise on this time around as he swished towards his next destination, it 

was a couple of days away from this spot. He really wished that he could get a smartphone with music 

or movies that he could look at during his boring flight. It was fun in the beginning, but now it was 

boring as hell just looking at the blurry ground below him as he zoomed by. 

The Ravager sure sounded like an edgy character, he imagined someone dressed all in black with a 

strange haircut. Or maybe he would have a long coat and a mask covering his face. Though his body 

count seemed to be no joke as the notice said that he might have killed thousands of people. The town 

he was heading was called Frostriver, he wanted to check it out before going to those five dread peeks. 

Maybe if he was lucky he could get this done in just a couple of days, this tracking skill he had now was 

quite nifty.  

For now, he just churned his cultivation power, the crystal flying sword glowing brighter as he dashed 

through the clouds. The milky sky marshmallows parted as his sword surfing board pierced through 

them, leaving a triangle-shaped path behind him. The wildlife below him scattered after taking in his 

overbearing aura, people craning their necks as they heard the sonic booms. 

“Watch out Ravager, Lei Yinglo is coming for you!”  

Chapter 67 

Back in Spirit Spring City. 

It had been about three weeks since Zhang Dong left on his adventure and the tournament was coming 

to an end. All the foundation establishment elders were set in stone at this point, the Qi condensation 

participants would be ending their bouts in a couple of days as well.  

Zhang Liu had managed to break through his bottleneck of the 9th level and reached the 10th. The 

combination of his hard to crack skin and lightning combat arts had propelled him to the top in his age 

range. Xue was able to reach the 9th level due to the overwhelmingly better cultivation art that she 

possessed now. She wasn’t doing as well as her older brother, still getting a lot of drawn-out that ended 

in draws. She was still holding her ground somewhere at the end of the brackets. 

The two were increasing their battle prowess with each day, getting some practical sparring experience 

during the tournament while concentrating on their insights into the Dao that their master had left them 

with. The two missed their masters a bit, as they had many questions concerning their Dao path as the 

scriptures that they received had many hard to understand passages.  

“Hey Xue, do you know what this one about the prime meridian means…” 

Liu asked while squinting at the copied over manuscript. 



“I’m not sure brother… it’s challenging to understand…” 

The sister replied while looking over the shoulder of her big brother, the two trying to trade pointers 

with each other during these 3 weeks they were cultivating.  

“Maybe it’s too soon for us to understand? We’ll have to wait till Master returns to ask him about it.” 

The two wanted their uncle to return from his journey, they wanted to receive some input on their 

advancements. But also didn’t want to bother him too much so they were trying to progress by 

themselves as much as it was possible. 

“Mother has been chosen as one of the seniors to participate in the expedition…” 

Liu gave out a sigh as he handed his sister the manuscript with the dao of lightning written down.  

“Well, at least there will be someone to knock some sense into you there~” 

His sister chuckled into her long sleeve while her brother scoffed at her reply. They both were nervous 

about the future of their family, their father was already dead. The whole predicament was due to that 

sect, the two felt a burning rage towards it.Their master told them to abandon that anger otherwise, 

they would form some inner demons. But even with the new Tranquil mind skill, the male from the 

group was finding it hard to drop his vengeful feelings.  

“Remember what Master said, ‘Anger leads to hate,  hate leads to suffering. Though I’m not sure what 

he meant with ‘dark side’ when he was talking about it.” 

The girl contemplated on the cryptic meaning of her Master’s wise words. The month was coming to the 

end and their master would be returning, so they focused on their training. 

A couple of days earlier. 

Zhang Dong was arriving by the city of Frostriver, as he had thought it was covered in snow. It looked 

like a blanket of white was covering the entire surrounding area, he even saw an abominable snowman 

as he was flying by some mountain peaks. He used his travel time to slay a couple of demonic beasts, 

gathering up more points in the process. This didn’t slow him down all that much, considering he could 

kill the weaker beasts with one thrust of his sword. 

Time was running out though, he didn’t have much of it left so he wanted to catch this demonic 

cultivator and return back home. First, he needed to gather some intel, so he directly landed in front of 

the city gates and just asked the guards if they knew something about that Ravager fellow. The men 

looked at the strong-looking cultivator and told them that he should talk to one of the merchants in the 

city, as the man would probably know where to find the man. 

*Oh? Well, maybe I won’t need to search for him that much then.* 

He was pleasantly surprised that he had a lead right from the start. Matt was a bit surprised by the 

authenticity of all the wanted reports he had, all of the leads were panning out. These people sure had a 

good information network going around, even without any internet. Guess those communication jades 

came in handy. 



*Wonder if I can get something better than a communication jade, they said that they couldn’t talk with 

anyone that went to that secret grounds after they entered it.* 

He recalled a couple of pocket dimension dungeon tropes that went around in novels. Some of them 

had random teleportation traps that send people all over the place if something like that occurred a 

communication device would come in handy. He would check that out later, but for now, he headed to a 

large merchant building the emblem on it looked somewhat familiar but he couldn’t remember from 

where.  

*Probably seen it in some restaurant in another city.* 

Matt was still in his disguise, having the more menacing scarred up face look. He kind of liked playing the 

role of the grumpy looking cultivator, he found it funny how women quickly grabbed their kids to the 

side whenever he was walking down the street. It was certainly a good look if you were going with an 

intimidation approach. 

The merchant business building was huge, there were carriages coming in and out of it. He could see 

some muscular-looking bros unloading and loading merchandise. There were various types of weapons 

and items scattered around, he could even see someone selling fresh fish in the corner this kind of made 

his tummy grumble. 

*If I don’t stop eating so much I’ll get fat…* 

He shook his head while going in and looking for a clerk that he could ask for directions. As he entered a 

little bell rung and he was greeted by a nice looking lady, though the woman twitched a bit as she 

noticed that a fearsome-looking uncle just come in. But she quickly gathered herself, showing a bright 

smile. 

“Welcome to the Red Lotus merchant group, how may I be of service, good sir?” 

Matt pulled out a jade slip on which he stored only the part with the Ravager fellow, on it was the 

description of his last location as well as his appearance. The woman looked through the jade slip, her 

eyes moving between the storage device and the man in front of her. She was staying silent for some 

reason so Matt decided to get the conversation on track. 

“I’m looking for that man, the guards by the city told me that you people from the merchant group 

should have some information…” 

The woman certainly knew something as she was fidgeting around not sure what to do. After a moment 

she excused herself saying that she would bring over a manager. Matt waited for a bit while tapping his 

finger on the bar counter, other people started whispering amongst each other while glancing at him 

but evading his gaze when he looked back at him.  

*They are certainly bad at keeping secrets.* 

After five minutes or so the lady worker came back with an older looking gentleman. He was wearing 

glasses and looked like a strict teacher type. He examined Matt from top to bottom before speaking out 

in a serious tone. 

“Could I know why sir is looking for that man on the wanted list?” 



Matt crossed his arms together, trying to look slightly more menacingly before he replied. 

“To get the rewards of course, what else?”  

He shrugged nonchalantly while grinning, kind of making it look like it wouldn’t be a big deal. The two 

were a bit taken aback by the man’s claims and confident act. 

“Sir, are you sure, that man is a powerful demonic cultivator… he had killed many men…” 

The man replied with concern in his voice. 

Zhang Dong raised his eyebrow, he still didn’t know if they were protecting the man or just trying to not 

get strangers into trouble. Guess they didn’t trust him, so he decided on a demonstration of his power. 

He slammed the counter with his hand, making it break apart in the process, his core formation aura 

filling the whole merchant building. Everyone felt the strong aura around them, but they weren’t getting 

pushed to the ground or bleeding from their orifices as Matt just wanted to show his level of cultivation 

and not cause the people harm. 

“Stop stalling, you dare hide information from this Lei Yinglo!” 

He shouted out so everyone could hear him, almost breaking his act after he told the people his name. 

He stopped releasing his aura letting the people gather their senses as they were still panting. Before 

the scared manager and the lady could reply, a chubby man waddled out from the side. The man was 

quite rotund, his cheeks jiggled around as he ran towards the group of people. The man came to a stop 

in front of him and quickly started bowing. 

“Boohoo! Please senior save my daughter, that bastard took my little girl Whaaaaa.” 

The man dropped down to his knees and started hugging Matt’s thigh, crying and sobbing like a little 

child. He started shaking his leg but the ball of a man was clinging to him like a spider monkey just 

bawling his hear out. The man was the owner of the merchant group here, he had apparently lost his 

daughter to the demonic cultivator in question. Lei Yinglo delivered a bonk to the chubby man’s head to 

calm him down, hoping that he could get an explanation. 

Chapter 68 

Matt felt a bit perplexed as he looked at the rotund man that was rubbing his forehead. The manager 

and the lady tried to help their boss up to his feet, but he was just too heavy for the two of them. They 

fell on their butts after the woman slipped and lost her grip on her boss’ arm. After the people were 

done with their comedic routine they finally started to talk, recounting the previous day. 

“He came at sundown, he somehow managed to remove the cities protective formation. The experts in 

the city cowered in fright and didn’t even dare to come out to face him… damn cowards…” 

The man blew his nose and continued speaking in a solemn tone. 

“The demonic aura soon filled the whole area, it was truly overbearing. He said that he demanded ten 

beautiful women as his brides and that he would pick them out himself. He then used some kind of 

strange purple glowing treasure that looked like a medallion.” 

The chubby merchant wiped some sweat from his brow, he looked like he was about to cry again. 



“He started pointing that thing at the poor girls, t-they got sucked into it, he got my little girl too…” 

Matt rubbed his chin while listening to what the man was saying, it looked like the demonic cultivator 

probably captured the women to perform some kind of ritual. Could also be part of his cultivation 

method, he knew that some cultivation methods required people to sleep with each other. He didn’t like 

where this was going, would he sacrifice those girls to some demon, or suck their life energy? None of 

those choices was any good. 

“Hmmm…, tell me where he went. There is probably not much time left for those girls.” 

He didn’t want to sugarcoat it as he replied in a serious tone, he would try to save those girls but he 

didn’t want to give these people high expectations. The manager stepped in this time around, telling 

Matt in what direction the man left. 

“Also when that man come here? Did he touch anything? Or do you perhaps have something that 

belonged to your kidnapped daughter?” 

He had his tracking skill by now, maybe he could get a whiff of the man’s aura that would point him in 

the right direction. He might also be able to home in on the aura trail of the girls. He received some kind 

of hair accessory that was giving off a faint spiritual signal, he could see a purplish energy trail going all 

around the merchant house which didn’t help him out that much. In the mess of trails he could point 

out an ominous looking one. 

It looked like a strand of vape smoke just drifting about and out of the front door. He stepped outside to 

follow the trail that was mixing with some other random aura trails. If he didn’t home in on it in the 

merchant building he would probably not be able to single it out in this piled up mess. 

“Okay, I got his trail, I’ll be leaving then.” 

He jumped up into the air, skillfully removing his flying sword from his spatial ring and wooshing into the 

distance before the people around him could say anything back to him. Truthfully the merchant and his 

workers didn’t expect much from this man, they thought that he would either flee or die, still the father 

prayed that his lovely daughter would be rescued. 

*The more I stay in this world, the bleaker it gets… demons, monsters that kidnap infants in the night. 

People that care more about power than the well-being of others, rapists and murderers everywhere… 

not sure why people like these kind of worlds in those novels, prefer them less chaotic, wonder if I can 

change the peoples mindset… 

He rubbed his glabella with the eyes closed before opening them up and following the smoke trail. He 

was set on rescuing those women, hoping that he would make it in time before it was too late. He tried 

to be positive but the surroundings were throwing him curveballs every time. The trail brought him 

towards a mountain range that looked even more gloomy than the town he was previously in. The wind 

was whistling and storm clouds were gathering, lightning and thunder filling the surroundings. It looked 

like these were the so-called dread peaks. 

The moment he got close he noticed that the trail was getting thicker and thicker, leading him towards 

one of the mountain peaks. He arrived at the spot, his sword drawn as he could feel quite a bit of 

demonic Qi around. But besides some trashy looking demonic beasts there was no one in sight. He 



focused on the trail, but it turned from one smoke stream to multiple ones and soon just filled the 

whole surrounding area so much that he had no way of telling where the demonic cultivator went. His 

sytem map didn’t show much either, just pointed out some dots here and there but it could’t pierce 

through the mountain not showing any life signals. 

*His demonic qi is filling the whole mountain top, I can’t tell where he went from here… is there some 

kind of secret passage?* 

The cultivator was at a high level and he managed to survive for so long even with people on his trail. It 

was wise to assume that he had some kind of hidden lair or some kind of treasure that hid his presence. 

Maybe if Matt could find the entrance he could figure something out, but his tracking skill wasn’t 

pointing him to it. 

He thought about the hair accessory that he received from the merchant, he pulled it out in the hopes 

that maybe he could home in on the woman’s aura instead. The tracking ability was quite easy to use, 

he just needed to concentrate on one energy signature and it would show him the trail if that type of 

aura was in the surroundings. He concentrated, the dark smoke vanished as he focused on the accessory 

that gave out its own light purple smoke signal. 

*Okay, I’ve locked on to it… let’s see if I can find something here…* 

He looked around while hovering on his sword, trying to pick up the purple aura. It only took him a 

couple of flights to finally spot the trail in question. He followed it to an unsuspecting wall, it didn’t seem 

like there was anything there just a part of the mountain, not even a cave. The purple smoke was clearly 

going into the rocks, telling him that there should be an entrance somewhere.  

*Should I just bust through? But won’t that alert that guy to my presence…* 

He changed his trail vision back to the evil cultivators, dark smoke filling his vision as he looked around. 

He spotted a certain spot that was a lot darker than the rest, it was a tree stump with a hole in it. After 

fiddling for a second he actually found a lever in there, after pulling on it he could hear some kind of 

mechanism getting turned on. The wall started rumbling and suddenly vanished into thin air revealing a 

corridor behind it. 

*Great, more corridors…* 

He placed his flying sword back into his storage ring while pulling out his Spirit Infusion Longsword, he 

also thought that the name for his weapon was a bit too long. He would have to give his weapon a 

better name like ‘Lightbringer’ or ‘Thunder-fall’. For now, he hid his aura as much as he could and went 

into the tunnel, inside he was rewarded with some stairs, though they were going upwards into the 

mountain peak and not down this time around. The peak in question stretched into the mountains for 

quite some time, so this might have been a long walk. 

*What’s with all these damn stairs… * 

He focused back on the purple trail that continued on, the daughter of that merchant had to be here 

somewhere he had to hurry up and rescue her along with the rest. Luckily it didn’t take him half an hour 

like last time as he came to a clearing and could even hear some voices in the distance. 



He started sneaking towards the noises, there was light coming from that area and the door seemed to 

be open the demonic cultivator probably wasn’t expecting any visitors. Matt tippy-toed his way and 

slowly peeked out of the door entrance while remaining vigilant. It wouldn’t be funny if he got attacked 

the moment he looked in, so he kept his guard up. 

What he saw inside was a strange-looking room. He was on the upper floor and there were handrails in 

front. When he looked down he could see a circular room, the ten women were there. The females were 

bound and strung up on what looked like one of those bondage contraptions. It was in the shape of an 

‘X’ with spaces to bind the hands by the wrists and legs by the ankles. There was a large bed right in the 

middle and there was a woman on it. She had a collar around her neck with a chain attached to the bed, 

she was trying to yank herself free while a man was disrobing himself. 

*I didn’t think they called him Ravager due to his pervy tendencies…* 

Zhang Dong looked around, the women looked to be fine for now just naked and bare. They all were 

kind of shapely, guess the demonic cultivator liked the voluptuous types. He was about to pounce on the 

sexual deviant but then he looked at the woman on the bed, she was really familiar looking… 

*Wait… what is she doing here… Was she that fatties daughter? *  

Chapter 69 

The previous day. 

Lan Fei was going through her inventory checking if everything was in place as she was getting ready to 

head out once more. She arrived in Frostriver a week ago. She was the daughter of the chubby merchant 

boss but she didn’t want to tell him about the fiasco back at Moonlight city as she knew that her dad 

was very overprotective. If it was up to him, she would probably not be allowed to leave her old home. 

Fei had to force him to let her travel as one of the caravan leaders in the first place, he didn’t need to 

know what happened. 

She sighed to herself as she thought about the incident that happened back in that city, but more about 

the way she run away from that cultivator. After coming back home and unloading the things that they 

got, she went to get some info on that Zhang Clan. To her surprise, the man that she had a passionate 

night with turned out to be quite the warrior. He managed to defeat the invading forces single-handedly 

driving them back and even slew a late stage core formation cultivator.  

The man also became the new clan Patriarch within a month’s time. What was a clan Patriarch? He was 

the leader of at least one city, but Fei knew that after he got settled in the clan would probably regain 

back their former land. That was a lot of assets and resources, ones she could have a bid for if she just 

didn’t run. 

*Darn Fei you blew it. I could be getting my feet massaged while relaxing in one of those springs in that 

Spiring Spring City.* 

She slumped her shoulders while thinking that she let a golden goose escape her clutches, plus the man 

was quite the looker so there were no downsides. She, of course, didn’t know that the Zhang Clan was 

getting forcefully recruited to go back to that secret ground. She might have been singing a different 

tune then. 



*Well, at least I got away with my head intact, maybe dad wasn’t wrong when he told me that it was too 

dangerous to go out to other cities… but it’s so damn boring here… If I stay here he’ll just pawn me out 

to some ugly senior* 

She looked around the snowy surroundings and the chimneys that were spewing dark smoke. Due to the 

cold weather people mostly remained in their homes, there wasn’t that much to do around here and Fei 

being still in her prime wanted to tour the world. She was also planning to nab herself a good hubby, he, 

of course, had to be loaded.  

*Maybe if I visit that man he’ll take me in… he was quite fond of me, though he did look quite silly when 

I was making my moves on him. Kind of cute…* 

While thinking about some schemes to get back on good terms with the Zhang Clan Patriarch she heard 

a rumble. This was the sound of the cities protective barrier breaking, soon an ominous aura filled the 

whole city. The loud voice of a man could be heard everywhere. 

“It’s me th’ mighty Ravager, ah deman’ ten of yer most right purdy wimmen as tribute, they will become 

mah brides!” 

The man flew around an eerie looking flying sword, somehow he could tell where the so-called purdy 

wimmen where. He pulled out a silver medallion, it had some kind of runes on it and glowed a purple 

hue. He pointed it at a woman, the female started getting surrounded by a purple light and then got 

sucked into the metallic trinket.  

Soon he found his way up to the merchant building. His demonic aura was making everyone kneel and 

unable to move, he looked at the trembling Lan Fei with a grin on his face. The man was surprisingly 

good looking, he had long golden hair and strong facial features that made him look like prince 

charming. 

“Ah yer a fine specimen, yer fit t’be th’ prime vessel, ah reckon.” 

He didn’t give the female much time as she got sucked right into his magical treasure like the rest. 

Fei landed on her butt in an open field and she could see more women around her. This treasure 

apparently transported people into a sealed-off space that looked like a grassy field. There was even a 

large building in there, right in the middle. How did the people in there know that it was a sealed-off 

space? Well, the women could see that they were standing on a small rocky island that seemed to be 

floating in the void. They could see the end of the small landmass that was about five kilometers in 

diameter with the building in the middle and grass filling the rest. After the tenth lady dropped in from 

thin air, they could hear the kidnapper’s voice seemingly coming from the void.  

“Don’t wo’ry mah buttercups, soon we will be one.” 

This was the only thing the man said while he flew back to his lair, some of the women just collapsed 

crying while others checked the building out hoping to find something in there to aid them. The house 

was quite unkempt, dirty on the inside spiders and roaches everywhere. It was clearly not getting 

managed by the crazy cultivator, there was nothing in there besides bugs and some skeletons that gave 

the females a scare. It was quite large with many rooms, if Matt was here he would think that it looked 

like some kind of student dorm. 



After some time passed the man finally appeared amongst the ten scared women. He didn’t say much 

before grabbing one of them and just vanishing into thin air. He returned after half an out or so just to 

grab another to bring her out. He was undressing the scared females while hoisting them up in his ritual 

chamber, taking his time as he was having fun. 

Fei was left alone after the ninth female got removed from the small pocket dimension. She collapsed 

on the ground not knowing what to do, why was she so unlucky did someone curse her or something. 

She wanted to defend herself but the difference in cultivation was just too huge. She was dropped off 

on that large bed with a collar and chain around her neck, her eyes glaring daggers at the man in front. 

“Don’t look at me like thet mah li’l vessel, ah reckon. Eff’n thet stoopid Sect didn’t git rid of all th’ 

cultivato’s aroun’ hyar Even ah w’dn’t dast t’do this~” 

She had a hard time understanding his dialect, but more or less the cultivator said that due to the drop 

in powerful clan cultivators in the area the evil cultivator could come out of his hiding and do what he 

pleased. 

“Yo’ might be wonnerin’ why fo’ ah brought yo’ all hyar mah ladies, Well…” 

He started disrobing himself, the only thing remaining on the man was his underwear and a glove on the 

right hand. 

“Ah’s in need of yer essence, ah’s runnin’ outta time yo’ see…” 

He pulled off his glove letting the women see a darkish looking hand, it had many warts, blisters and 

boils with puss on it looking quite hideous.  

“Yo’ will gimme yer life essence so ah may recovah.” 

Lan Fei was backing off on the bed but was held back by the collar and chain, she yanked on it but to no 

avail. Ravager started pulling down his underwear, presenting himself bare to the women that went 

wide-eyed at his ‘little brother’. The thing he had between his legs looked like a serpent, but the head 

was a mix of an alien and a predator. It wiggled around while bearing its teeth at the naked woman in 

front. 

“Don’t wo’ry mah dear, its quite th’ nice feelin’… fo’ me.” 

All the bondage crosses started to glow with a bizarre light. The women on them started squirming as 

they felt their spiritual essence getting pulled out of them. The essence was getting guided to the bed in 

the middle, the vessel would receive it all and then transfer it to the demonic cultivator as she got 

devoured by him. 

While the evil cultivator was focusing on the voluptuous woman in front, she was looking behind him. 

Fei could see another cultivator slowly approaching from the back, sword in hand. As the cultivator 

made contact with her eyes he moved his index finger to his lips. The demonic cultivator was not aware 

of the man behind him as his lower snake was thrashing about slowly pointing towards the bewildered 

woman. 

“Noo… S..stop my father is a rich man, we can give you thousands of spirit stones if you let me go… you 

don’t need to do it…” 



She shouted out in a loud while trying to keep Ravager occupied with her, hoping that the man behind 

him was someone friendly. Her wording was quite natural, she was quite eloquent with words when it 

counted. 

“Hah, whut kin yo’ offer me thet ah can not simply take? ‘Nuff talkin’, time t’feast!” 

As the man was ready to pounce on the defenseless woman, he suddenly felt that something was off. 

He got a bad premonition but was just a bit too slow because as he was about to turn around he felt 

something hit his neck. Wind pressure could be felt around the room as the cultivator dressed in black 

swung his sword, making sure to swing with all his might as he decapitated the evil cultivator. The man’s 

head flopped down onto the bed while his body fell down like a puppet with its strings cut, the essence 

drawing ritual instantly stopped after the man lost his head.  

“Well… that was easier than I expected…” 

The man said while looking at the dead demonic cultivator on the bed, black blood shooting out of his 

neck stump while the women in the room looked on at the spectacle. They didn’t know how to react, 

was this man here to save them? or was he just another bud guy, he certainly had the bad guy looks. Fei 

was about to say something but then the man backed away while muttering something. 

“Wait… there was no…” 

Before he could say the sentence the snake-like thing that was between Ravager’s legs shoot out 

straight for his face. His sword got knocked to the side but somehow the cultivator evaded while 

grabbing the serpent-like appendage with both his hands. The women could see how the cultivator in 

black started pushing and pulling on the elongated thing that spat yellowy-white goop at him. He 

managed to dodge to the side, but the goo was quite acidic as it burned a big hole in the floor behind 

the two. 

*Aww hell naw…* 

Matt thought while Ravager’s body contorted in unfeasible ways and stood up without the head 

attached. The body’s knees and elbows were bent in the wrong direction and his hands and feet turned 

into claws. The whole body started turning to the way the evil cultivator’s hand looked like as it attacked 

the man in black. 

Zhang Dong was a bit afraid to let go of this snake thing that was spiting suspicious-looking liquids at 

him. Instead, he used one of his skills that increased his grip strength. His fingers glowed with a metallic 

luster the creepy looking thing started swelling due to the pressure. The creature tried to back away but 

was held in place by Matt’s vice-like grip. But this wasn’t over as the demon suddenly felt electricity 

running through its body, lighting up like a Christmas tree, its strange high pitched screams filled the 

surroundings.  

While this was happening the woman on the bed felt something moist graze her thigh. She looked down 

in horror as it was the demonic cultivator’s head. It had vacant eyes but its tongue was out and licking 

her leg. She screamed while kicking the thing away, the head just rolled a bit before going down from 

the bed and to the ground going in the direction that the fight was happening.  

“Look out, behind you!” 



Fei shouted out as the head was somehow making its way towards him as he was electrocuting the 

body. It somehow jumped up, its mouth opening showing off a huge amount of sharp teeth. Matt 

turned around to see the horrible looking face coming towards him, he used his movement technique to 

dodge, grabbing his sword that was by the side going back to his fighting stance. 

“weLL NoW, wE hAf aN uNweLcOmE gUeSt.” 

The demonic cultivator’s head spoke while some tendrils burst out from the neck stump and reattached 

themselves with the main body. Zhang Dong grimaced as they were back to square one again, guess this 

wouldn’t be that easy. 

*Why do these people have so many regeneration abilities… damn hax*  

Chapter 70 

Matt thought that he had taken enough precautions in sneaking behind the unsuspecting demonic 

cultivator, he did manage to chop his head off but didn’t foresee that he would be able to regenerate 

from that. He glanced around a bit, he didn’t want to give the enemy time to recover but he also 

couldn’t really lunch a devastating attack while there were so many innocent people around. 

He needed to take the fight somewhere else, best would be outside. The enemy was on guard but 

momentarily out of commission while regenerating as he wasn’t attacking. Matt thought to himself that 

it was a bit of a drag to have to think about collateral damage, he then placed his force field around 

Ravager and then started yanking him into the corridor that he came through. The two soon vanished 

from the main room, the demonic man was thrashing around in his barrier bubble. 

The females found themselves alone in the main chamber, naked and bare. Most of them were a crying 

mess by now as they wiggled around shackled to the crosses. Lan Fei tried removing her chain but it was 

just too sturdy, she saw that Ravager had dropped his robe on the edge of the bed. She managed to 

reach it with her foot, yanking it towards herself rummaging through it in the hopes of finding a key. She 

couldn’t find anything in there as the man probably kept all his belongings in a storage ring, it wasn’t in 

here. 

Luckily there was a huge boom outside in the mountain range, this made the entire room shake with so 

much force that the bed in the middle broke apart. The chain was still around her neck but it wasn’t 

attached to the bed as it broke into several pieces. Fei run-up to one of the girls and tried to pry one of 

the shackles open, she still was a cultivator at the pinnacle of qi condensation so she wasn’t weak by any 

means necessary.  

The shackles started rattling a bit as she tried prying them open, but to no avail, this type of metal would 

be able to hold foundation establishment cultivators in place. She wanted to help the woman out but 

couldn’t, she looked around hoping to find something else otherwise she would need to abandon these 

people. She spotted something on the side, it was round and metallic. It was the medallion the cultivator 

used to bring them here, maybe she could use it on the girls the same way he did. 

She fiddled with the thing but couldn’t make it work, sweat was running down her forehead as she 

noticed that the booming sounds stopped outside which might have indicated that the two cultivators 

stopped fighting. She clearly couldn’t activate the pocket dimension with her spiritual power level, you 

at lest needed a core formation cultivation to do that. 



She bolted to the side running around the room as she tried to find another exit beside the one that the 

two men had gone in. Then she heard it, there were footsteps. They echoed through the hallway that 

the two cultivators disappeared too. The sounds started getting closer and closer, the person took his 

sweet time as he was just walking towards the place where the women were still struggling in. Fei 

couldn’t really do much besides pulling the chain to her body in the hopes of using it as a weapon, 

maybe if it was an enemy he would be injured enough for her to make a break for it. 

Slowly a silhouette appeared, the steps were a bit heavy with indicated that the person coming had 

quite the weight to him. Fei peeked out seeing that it wasn’t the demonic cultivator but the man that 

sliced his head off. The man looked kind of annoyed as he was rubbing his cheek that looked kind of 

red.  

Matt had managed to defeat the pervy strange talking cultivator, he found him to be a lot weaker than 

the Dragon or Cthulhu look-alike, just annoying to fight. He wasn’t as sturdy as the two and his 

regenerative capabilities were a lot more limited than of the squid monster. He was rubbing his cheek 

furiously only due to the fact that the man’s trouser snake had managed to graze him there. It didn’t do 

any damage, but he felt dejected by the fact that he got attacked by a demon donger.  

He had promptly turned the evil man into minced meat before blowing him up with half of the 

mountain. He still had his spatial ring with him, there were quite a bit of spirit stones and demonic 

cultivation manuscripts in here. He jumped down into the circular room with a thud, the scared women 

looked at him with fright in their eyes which made Matt drop his head in shame as he had scared them 

even more. 

“No need to fear that man is dead, don’t worry I’ll get you out in a second.” 

The man walked over to one of the women and grasped one of the shackles just tearing it apart while 

making sure to not hurt the ankle that it was around. After a couple of cracking sounds, the first girl was 

free and down on her knees looking at the scary-looking cultivator in front. Matt thought that maybe 

this wasn’t the best face to use when rescuing fair maidens as he looked like a bandit himself.  

“Hey, you stop hiding behind that column and come help me…” 

Matt coughed into his hand while he beckoned the hiding Lan Fei over. He was a little mad about the 

last time they met, but all things considered, he couldn’t stay that mad as the woman was really down 

on her luck. He waved his hand as he took out all the female clothes that the man had in his ring hoping 

that the females could use those. 

Time passed and the females started dressing back up while the cultivator that introduced himself as Lei 

Yinglo went around the lair. The females gathered together, crying and hugging but also discussing if 

they could trust this new man. Zhang Dong toured the surroundings, opening some closed doors while 

looking at his system map that actually helped him find some hidden parts. He started looting the place, 

grabbing everything he could find he could just identify it later. 

The girls looked on curiously as the man started forcing his way into some closed-off rooms that were 

behind some sturdy walls, giving them a scare, they found it a bit funny that afterward he came back 

and apologized while rubbing his neck. They were all beautiful women, so they noticed how he was 

acting quite bashful around them, even blushing slightly while mumbling something about tranquility. 



“Senior Yinglo, everyone is dressed h-how will we be going back.” 

Fei asked with a concerned voice, she didn’t know if the cultivator could carry them all on a flying sword. 

Matt was also finished with his looting spree, this was quite a big haul as the evil cultivator had amassed 

quite the treasure hoard, there were many spirit stones and crafting materials, though they were mostly 

of the demon beast kind. 

“Hm… I don’t think I can carry you all on my flying sword… leaving some of you behind would be a bit…” 

The man was pondering while the girls fidgeted as he mentioned leaving some of them behind, they 

surely didn’t want to remain in this godforsaken place anymore. Lan Fei, on the other hand, brought out 

the medallion and placed it in Lei Yinglo’s hand. 

“Sir, the demonic cultivator used this to transport us here maybe you could also use it.” 

Matt looked at the medallion and used his apprisal skill to examine it. 

Name Dimensional Regalia  

Grade :  Immortal Medium 

Attribute :  None 

Durability : High 

Condition : Damaged 

Advanced 

Grade :  
A+ 

Special traits :  
This Spatial treasure houses a world of its own, due to its damaged state the area within 

is limited, can be repaired to increase the size. 

His eyes bulged as he saw the grade of the item in front of him. It was the highest-graded item he ever 

came across. He quickly sent his spiritual sense into the item due to its previous owner’s death it didn’t 

offer any resistance whatsoever. He could see the small island floating in the void and the building in the 

middle. He did a little test and the girls saw the man get sucked into the medallion that promptly 

dropped onto the ground. 

They all looked at each other wondering if the man would be stuck in it but soon he returned, appearing 

right out of the medallion. 

“Okay, think I figured it out. Oh and I left you something to eat, it’s on a blanket on the grassy field you 

can’t miss it.” 

Soon the females found themselves back in the small pocket dimension munching on some strange 

looking things. It looked like two bread slices stuck together with some filling, it were, of course, some 

system bought hamburgers and cheeseburgers. Lan Fei was the last one that was in the room, the 

cultivator gave her a more meaningful look as he contemplated something.  

“Is something wrong, Senior?” 



The woman became a bit uncomfortable, not knowing what this man was thinking about but he 

probably wouldn’t try doing anything weird at this point. She didn’t know that the man in question was 

wondering if he should reveal his true face, but did he really want to continue this relationship. The 

woman showed a lot of character, as he overheard the women speaking. He heard that she didn’t just 

try to flee on her own, but actually tried to help the other girls while he and Ravager were duking it out. 

She did drop him like a sack of potatoes back in moonlight city the second she heard of his situation, this 

was kind of understandable all things considered. He wasn’t that mad but his pride was still a bit hurt. 

But would she just do the same thing if she heard that he had to go to that secret ground, where death 

was very likely? There was probably no future left for the two of them, but at least he wanted to end the 

whole thing. 

He shrugged and leaned over towards the woman, he held out his finger in front of her forehead flicking 

it. 

“Owie…” 

Fei backed away rubbing her forehead from the finger poke, not really knowing what it was for but then 

she saw the man’s robes changing white, his hair growing out and his facial features switching around. 

“Take that, that was for running away back in Moonlight city.” 

 


